
Mobile phone users check their phones up to 63 times daily.
Americans spend an average screen time of 5.4 hours on mobile phones daily.
13% of Millennials spend over 12 hours on their phones daily.
Baby Boomers spend 5 hours using their phones.

The fear of being without a mobile device or beyond mobile phone contact. 
65% sleep with or next to their smartphones. 
1 in 5 people would rather go without shoes than their phones for a week
More than half of people never turn off their phones
34% admitted to answering their cell phone during intimacy with their partner
66% of all adults suffer from nomophobia

CONDITIONING

Isaiah 30:21 NIV—“ 21 Whether you turn to the right or to the left, your ears will hear a
voice behind you, saying, “This is the way; walk in it.”

Our New Normal 

Nomophobia 

CONSUMERS & CONSPIRACIES

“If you’re not paying for the product, then you are the product” — Daniel Hövermann

“There are only two industries that call their customers ‘users’: illegal drugs and
software.” — Edward Tufte
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“We’re training and conditioning a whole new generation of people that when we are
uncomfortable or lonely or uncertain or afraid we have a digital pacifier for ourselves
that is kind of atrophying our own ability to deal with that.” — Tristan Harris

Digital interaction has changed the ways we face problems and people has changed.
We are enraged, emboldened, and entitled at alarming rates.

Opposition Based Thinking.

Conspiracy thinking takes over. Everything is fake news… except, of course, the news
that told us that everything is fake news. We have no sense of soundness or sources.
No desire to hear two sides. Like deer, we don’t know we’re doing it.

Proverbs 18: 2 ESV—“2 A fool takes no pleasure in understanding, but only in
expressing his opinion.”

Proverbs 18:17 ESV—“ The one who states his case first seems right, until the other
comes and examines him.”

II Timothy 2:23-25 AMP—“ "23 But have nothing to do with foolish and ignorant
speculations [useless disputes over unedifying, stupid controversies], since you know
that they produce strife and give birth to quarrels. 24 The servant of the Lord must not
participate in quarrels, but must be kind to everyone [even-tempered, preserving
peace, and he must be], skilled in teaching, patient and tolerant when wronged. 25 He
must correct those who are in opposition with courtesy and gentleness in the hope that
God may grant that they will repent and be led to the knowledge of the truth
[accurately understanding and welcoming it],"

“Conspiracy theories always sound crazy coming from the other side, but they often
seem more plausible and even comforting when they fit our own narrative. They're
convenient when we don't want to deal with reality.” –Justin Giboney

This gospel is our reality, and any expression or defense of the gospel apart from its
own realities is heresy.
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Isaiah 8:11-15 ESV—"11 For the Lord spoke thus to me with his strong hand upon
me, and warned me not to walk in the way of this people, saying:12 “Do not call
conspiracy all that this people calls conspiracy, and do not fear what they fear, nor be
in dread. 13 But the Lord of hosts, him you shall honor as holy. Let him be your fear,
and let him be your dread. 14 And he will become a sanctuary and a stone of offense
and a rock of stumbling to both houses of Israel, a trap and a snare to the inhabitants
of Jerusalem."

If you don’t want it discussed “in church” on the big screen, don’t post it—because
when you do, you are posting it to the big screen of “the Church.”

Philippians 4:5 AMP—“5 Let your gentle spirit [your graciousness, unselfishness,
mercy, tolerance, and patience] be known to all people. The Lord is near.”

Colossians 3:12 AMP—“ So, as God’s own chosen people, who are holy [set apart,
sanctified for His purpose] and well-beloved [by God Himself], put on a heart of
compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness, and patience [which has the power to
endure whatever injustice or unpleasantness comes, with good temper];

Worry, anger, fear, control, pride—do not let digital media feed these in you. You will
have to use it differently, even radically.
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No gadgets at meal time
Post less and wrestle in real community more
Take a digital fast one hour per day
Don't post things (even if they seem true) that are antithetical to the content and
the spirit of the gospel. If you don’t know, don’t say it. Talk it out. 
Sleep device free
End your digital day one hour before bed
Make eye contact when talking
Remove social media from your home screen 
Set reminders to not check social media or news apps before 10am or after 9pm,
or skip some days altogether.
Go to the bathroom without your device
Read a book
Never text an important conversation

CHANGE

Practical Steps for Better Digital Health
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Psalm 16:8 ESV--"I have set the Lord always before me; because he is at my right
hand, I shall not be shaken."

Psalm 119:37 ESV--"Turn my eyes from looking at worthless things; and give me life
in your ways."
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